Abstract. We consider conjectures made by Prikry and Galvin concerning strong measure zero and strongly meager sets of real numbers.
A set of real numbers X is said to be of strong measure zero if for every sequence of positive numbers eo, £1, e2, ... there are intervals /n, I\, h,... of corresponding lengths whose union contains X. Galvin, Mycielski, and Solovay proved a conjecture of Prikry by showing that a set is of strong measure zero iff it is contained in a translate of every comeager set. Prikry defined a set of real numbers to be strongly meager if it is contained in a translate of every set of full Lebesgue measure. He conjectured that the strongly meager sets form a <T-ideal and that it is consistent that the strongly meager sets are exactly the countable sets.
In the second section of this paper, the strong measure zero sets are shown to be closed under unions of size k under the assumptions of MAK , verifying a conjecture of Prikry.
The notion of strong measure zero generalizes to arbitrary metric spaces in the obvious way: a metric space X is of strong measure zero if for every sequence 60,61,62,... of positive numbers there are sets X0, Xx, X2, ... whose union is X such that the diameter of Xn is at most e" for all n . The Borel conjecture is that every strong measure zero set of reals is countable. Section 3 contains a proof that the Borel conjecture implies every strong measure zero metric space is countable. This had been conjectured by Galvin.
The statement that every strongly meager set of reals is countable is referred to as the dual Borel conjecture. Both the Borel conjecture and the dual Borel conjecture are consistently false. In fact, they both fail assuming the continuum hypothesis. Laver proved the consistency of the Borel conjecture; in §4 the consistency of the dual Borel conjecture is established.
An attempt to verify that the strongly meager sets form a rr-ideal led to the result that those sets of reals that are contained in a translate of every G# set of full measure form a tr-ideal. Section 5 contains a proof of this result.
Preliminaries
The notation used in this paper is mostly standard. For background on settheoretic notation consult [3] .
The notions of strong measure zero and strongly meager are given above. Every nonseparable metric space has an uncountable collection of points with the distance between any two uniformly bounded away from 0. So every strong measure zero metric space must be separable. Also, any subspace of a strong measure zero space is strong measure zero. Similarly, any subset of a strongly meager set is strongly meager.
We will often find it convenient to consider spaces other than the reals. C is the Cantor space, i.e., the collection of all characteristic functions of subsets of co (co is the set of natural numbers). Define addition on C coordinatewise, where addition on the coordinates is mod 2. K is R/Z, where Z is the set of integers and R is the set of reals. We can generalize the notion of strongly meager to any group with a translation invariant measure: if G is such a group and X is a subset of G, then X is strongly meager iff X is contained in a translate of each set of full measure. In this way we can speak of strongly meager subsets of C, R, and K (endowed with the usual Lebesgue measures).
Additivity of the ideal of strong measure zero sets
Clearly, the strong measure zero sets are closed under countable unions. The following theorem verifies Prikry's conjecture that Martin's axiom implies that strong measure zero sets are closed under any union of size less than 2H°.
2.1. Theorem. Assuming MAK , the strong measure zero sets are closed under unions of size k .
Proof. Assume MAK and let Xa be of strong measure zero for a e k . Let X he the union of the Xa . In order to show X is of strong measure zero, suppose 6o> 6i, 62, ... is a decreasing sequence of positive numbers. Define S6 to be the partial order consisting of all sets p of open intervals with rational end points with the property that at most n elements of p have length greater than en for each n and if mn is the number of elements of p of length greater than en then the limit of m"/n is 0. The ordering on 3° is reverse inclusion. Note that if p is in 3s and the intervals in p are Io,Ix, ... , when listed so that the length of In+X is no bigger than that of /" for each n, then the length of /" is at most e" . Claim 1. 3s is ccc.
Suppose that p^ is in 3s for £ e cox . For each £ let n^ have the property that if mB]{ is the number of elements of p^ of length greater than e" then mn,(/n < 1/2 f°r aU n > n%. Let p'^ consist of the finitely many elements of p$ of length greater than eni. Since there are only countably many choices for n% and p'*, there exist distinct £ and n such that n^ = nn and p'^ = p'". p$ U pn is easily seen to be a condition in 3s that extends both p$ and pn. Therefore, 3s is ccc
For a e k let Da he the set of conditions p in 3s such that Xa is contained in the union of the intervals in p .
Claim 2. Da is dense.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let p he a condition in 3°. Let m" be the number of elements of p of length greater than e" . Choose an increasing sequence «, (i e co) of density 0 such that for all n, m" + |{7:«, < n}\ < n . Since Xa has strong measure zero, there is a sequence of open intervals with rational end points /, (i € co) such that /, has length at most e", and Xa is contained in the union of the //.
Let q he p U {/,: i e co}. q is easily seen to be a condition and Xa is contained in the union of q .
Let C7 be a filter on 3s that intersects each Da. Let p* he the union of G. Note that p* has at most n elements of length greater than e" for each n since every element of G has this property. Let lo, Ix, I2, ... list the elements of p* such that the length of In+X is no greater than that of /" for each n . As above, the length of /" is at most e" for each n . Moreover, X is contained in the union of the /" since each Xa is contained in the union of some element of G. Thus, X is of strong measure zero. □
The above proof is a modification, due to Galvin, of the original proof. The theorem generalizes to an arbitrary metric space, as shown in [2] , by replacing open intervals with rational end points by elements of a countable base above. We have included the proof here for the convenience of the reader.
Metric spaces and Borel's conjecture
Galvin conjectured that Borel's conjecture implies every strong measure zero metric space is countable. This section verifies Galvin's conjecture.
3.1. Lemma. If (X, d) is a separable metric space of cardinality less than 2N°t hen there is a Lipschitz embedding of (X, d) into the reals. Proof. Let xn (n e co) enumerate a dense set in (X, d). Define d'(x, x') to be the minimum of 1 and d(x, x') for x,x' 6l, and for each x in X let hx he the analytic function given by 2Jn€w(d''(x, xn)/n\)zn . If x / x' then there is an n such that d'ix, x") ^ d'ix', x"), implying that hx ^ hx< . Hence, if x ^ x' then hx and hx< can agree on only countably many z . Since X has cardinality less than 2N°, there is a positive real number r such that hxir) / hx>ir) for all distinct x and x' in X. Define a map h from X into the reals by h(x) = hx(r). Let x and x' be elements of X.
Thus, h has a Lipschitz constant of er. □ 3.2. Theorem. Assuming Borel's conjecture, every strong measure zero metric space is countable. Proof. Suppose that (X, d) is a metric space of strong measure zero. As remarked in §1, (X, d) is separable. Arguing by contradiction, suppose that X is uncountable. We may assume that X has size Nt . By Borel's conjecture, the continuum hypothesis fails. So by the previous lemma there is a Lipschitz embedding h of (X, d) into the real numbers. Let c he a Lipschitz constant for h. For any subset A of X, the diameter of h(A) is at most cd(A). This easily implies that h(X) is of strong measure zero, contradicting Borel's conjecture. 0
The original proof of this theorem used Muntz's theorem. The proof here is a simplication by Galvin.
Consistency of the dual Borel conjecture
Since Laver showed the consistency of Borel's conjecture, Prikry's conjecture that the dual Borel conjecture is consistent seems natural. The consistency of the dual Borel conjecture is established in this section by adding Cohen reals to a model of ZFC. That this approach works is somewhat of a surprise since the duality of measure and category would suggest that Borel's conjecture could be obtained by adding random reals. But adding random reals to a model in which Borel's conjecture fails, one gets a generic extension in which Borel's conjecture still fails (however, in unpublished notes Woodin has shown that Borel's conjecture can be preserved by adding random reals).
Notice that the dual Borel conjecture follows if every strongly meager subset of K is countable since the residues mod Z of any strongly meager subset of R is a strongly meager subset of K.
We will need the following theorem of Lorentz [5] . Note that \X\ -\A\. Let B be the (representatives in {0, 1, ... , m-i} of the elements of the) set described in the conclusion of Theorem 4.1, and let U he the union of the intervals ((j -l)/m, (j + l)/m) with j e B . □ 4.3. Corollary. Suppose X is a finite subset of K of cardinality at least 2. There is a subset P of K that is a finite union of closed intervals with rational end points such that X is not contained in a translate of P and the measure of P is at least 1 -2 • C • log \X\/\X\.
Proof. Let U he as in the conclusion of Corollary 4.2. We may assume that U is a finite union of open intervals with rational end points. Let P be the complement of -U. The following claim implies P is as required.
Claim. If 67 is a group and A and B are subsets of G such that A + B -G, then every translate of A intersects -B .
Let t e G. We want to see that A + t meets -B. Choose ae A and b e B with a + b = -t. a + t is in both A + t and -B . D 4.4. Definition. For a real c in [0, 1), 3°c is the partial order consisting of all P C K of measure greater than c such that P is a finite union of closed intervals with rational end points. 3BC is ordered by inclusion.
Note that forcing with @c is equivalent to adding a Cohen real. is uncountable and contained in a translate of K. Since 3°c is countable, there is an uncountable subset of X that is an element of F. So we may assume that X e V. Let P be a condition in G that forces "X is contained in a translate of K " where K is the canonical name for the compact set added by G, i.e., every condition forces "K is the compact set determined by G " where G is the canonical name for the generic filter. Choose n so that 2 • C • log(«)/« < p -c, where p is the measure of P. Let X* he a finite subset of X of size n . By the previous lemma, there is an element Po of 3°c of measure at least 1 -2 • C • log(n)/n , no translate of which contains X*. Let Px he PC\Po-Pi is an element of 3°c. By absoluteness, every condition forces that X* is not contained in a translate of Px. Therefore, Pi forces "X* is not contained in a translate of K," which is a contradiction since Pi is stronger than P . □ 4.7. Theorem. Ifff is the partial order for adding k Cohen reals, where k is at least H2, then the dual Borel conjecture is true in V9 .
Proof. Suppose that G is a F-generic filter on ^. In order to reach a contradiction, assume that the dual Borel conjecture fails in V[G]. By remarks above, there is a subset X of K of size ^ in V[G] that is strongly meager. Let r$ be the £th Cohen real added by G. There is a proper subset J of k such that X is an element of V = V[(r^:£ e J)] (of course, there are such J of size Ni). We may assume that k\J has exactly one element so that V[G] is an extension of V by the addition of one Cohen real. Since X is a subset of Kv', Lemma 4.6 implies that for any rational c e [0, 1), V[G] \= "there is a subset of K of measure c no translate of which has uncountable intersection with X." This clearly implies that V[G] N "there is a subset of K of measure 1 no translate of which has uncountable intersection with X." Therefore, V[G] \= "X is not strongly meager," which is a contradiction. □
Are the strongly meager sets closed under finite unions?
This question, raised by Prikry after defining the notion of strongly meager set, is open. Theorem 5.11 says that no perfect set can be the union of countably many strongly meager sets.
Problem. If
A is a subset of K of full measure then there is a subset B of K of full measure such that any countable union of translates of B is contained in a translate of A .
A positive solution to this problem implies that the union of countably many strongly meager sets is strongly meager. More generally, if "countable" is replaced by "k many" we can conclude that the union of k strongly meager sets is strongly meager. For suppose that Xi is strongly meager for i e k and let X be the union of the Xi. Now suppose that A is a set of full measure and get B from Problem 5.1. For each i e k there is a translate of B that contains Xi. These translates of B are contained in a single translate of A that must also contain X. Therefore, X is strongly meager. We will see that the dual of Problem 5.1 is true, i.e., the filter of comeager sets is No-translatable; first we will prove that the filter generated by the Gs sets of full measure is No-translatable. 5.6. Lemma. Let G be either K or C. If A is an Fa subset ofG of measure 0 then there is an ^o-covering Fa set X such that A + X has measure 0.
Proof. We will first give the proof for A which is a subset of C, since it is clearer, and then describe the modifications required for K.
For /, a subset of co, let X[I] he the closed set consisting of all x in C such that x(i) = 0 for all i in I. Claim 1. If /" (n e co) is a collection of pairwise disjoint subsets of co and X is the union of the sets X[In\ (n e co), then X is No-covering.
To prove the claim, suppose xn (n e co) is a countable collection of elements of C. Let t he an element of C such that t \ In = x" \ In . Then t + x" is 0 on /" , i.e., t + x" e X[In]. So {xn: n e co} + t c X. To prove the theorem for C, suppose A is the union of closed sets Bn (n e co) that have measure zero. Using Claim 2, construct pairwise disjoint sets /" such that B" + X[Im] has measure zero for all n and m. Let X he the union of the X[I"].
To verify the theorem for K, we modify the definition of X[I] using binary expansions. For n ^ 0 let Fn be the union of the intervals [i/2n, (i + l)/2"], where i is even and i <2" . We now let X[I] be f]{F": n e 1} . Claim 3. Suppose H is a closed interval of length 2~n , x e K, and n < k. There is a closed subinterval H* of H of length 2~k~x such that H* + x C X[(n,k]].
To prove the claim, note that X[(n, k]] = f){Fj:n < j < k} is the union of the intervals of the form [i/2n , i/2" + l/2fc]. H + x is long enough that it must overlap at least one of these intervals for half its length. Now choose H* so that H* + x will be contained in this overlap. Claim 4. Let ki (i e co) be a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers with ko = 0. Suppose /" (n e co) is a collection of pairwise disjoint subsets of co, each of which is a union of intervals of the form (kj, /c,+i). If X is the union of the sets X[In] (n e co) then X is N0-covering.
Suppose xn e K for n e co. Inductively choose a decreasing sequence of closed intervals //, of length 2~~ki such that if (kj, kj+x) is contained in /" then Hj + x" e X[(ki, kj+i)]. This is possible by Claim 3. If t is in the intersection of the Ht then x" + t e X[I"] c X for all n. This proves the claim. Proof. Using the theorem and corollary, this follows by the same argument given above showing the strongly meager sets are a cr-ideal provided Problem 5.1 is true. □ Using the following result of Erdos, Kunen, and Mauldin from [ 1 ] we will be able to conclude that no perfect set is the union of countably many strongly meager sets.
5.10. Theorem. Let G be either K or R. If A is a perfect subset of G there is a closed set of measure zero B such that A + B = G.
The corresponding result for C also holds by essentially the same proof (while some technical complications are avoided). We sketch the argument here. We will need the fact that Lorentz's proof of Theorem 4.1 works for arbitrary groups rather than just groups of the form Z/nZ; i.e., there is a constant C such that for any finite group G and any subset A of G with at least two elements there is a subset B of G of size at most C • \G\ • log |j4|/|j4| such that A + B = G.
Suppose A is a perfect subset of C. Let T he the tree of finite sequences corresponding to A, i.e., T consists of all finite sequences from {0,1} that extend to an element of A. Choose a sequence «, (i e co) that grows fast enough that whenever s is a sequence of length «, in T then the number of extensions of s of length ni+x in T is large. Let C7, be the finite group {0, l }["<> "of) with coordinatewise operations. We will choose a subset 5, of C7, for each i and then let B consists of all x such that the restriction of x to [«,, «,+i) is in Sj for all i. Fix i, and for each 5 in T of length «, let As he the collection of t \ [«,, «,+i), where t is an element of T of length «,+] that extends s. For each such 5 there is a small set Bs such that As + Bs = C7,. Let Si be the union of the Bs. 5, will be small, being a small union of small sets. Hence, B will have measure zero. A little thought shows that A + B = C. 5.11. Theorem. Let G be either K, R, or C. No perfect subset of G is the union of countably many strongly meager sets.
Proof. Suppose A is a perfect subset of G. By Theorem 5.10 and its analogue for C, there is a closed set B of measure 0 such that A + B = G. Let U be the complement of -B . U is an open set of full measure that, by the claim in the proof of Corollary 4.3, does not contain a translate of A . So A is not in the cr-ideal described in Corollary 5.9. Since every strongly meager set is in this ideal, no perfect set is the union of countably many strongly meager sets. □ The techniques used above to show that the filter generated by the full measure Gs sets in K, R, or C is No-translatable can be used to show that the filter of comeager sets is No-translatable. For K and R, this also follows from the theorem below, which is implicit in the work of Galvin, Mycielski, and Solovay (see [6] ).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 5.12. Theorem. If A is a comeager subset of K there are positive real numbers £o, Ci, ^2 > • • • such that whenever In is an open interval of length at most e" for all n then lim sup"e<u /" is contained in a translate of A . Proof. Let Dn (n e co) be a decreasing collection of dense open sets whose intersection is contained in A . Define en by induction on n such that whenever lo, h , ... , In is a sequence of closed intervals such that /" has length at most en then there is a real t such that /, is contained in D, +1 for i = 0, ... , n.
Suppose that e, has been chosen for i < n . For (xo, ... , xn-i) e K" the set {t: [x,, Xi + Sj] C. Di + t for i < n} is open and nonempty. Since £>,• is dense and open, {t: [x,, x, + e,] c D,■ + t for /' < n and xn e D" + t} is nonempty. Therefore, if Ut is defined to be the set of all (xo, ... , x") e K"+1 such that [x,, x, + e,] c Dj + t for i < n and x" e D" + t, then Ut (t e K) is an open cover of K. The Lebesgue covering lemma implies that an appropriate e" exists.
To see that the sequence of e" is as required, let /" be an open interval of length at most en for n e co. Let F" he the collection of those t such that In Q Dn + t. Since /" is open, F" is closed. Moreover, the collection of F" has the finite intersection property by the choice of the e" . Choose t in the intersection of all Fn. So /" c Dn + t for all n. If x is in infinitely many /" then x -t e D" for infinitely many n implying x -t e A. Therefore, lim sup"em InCA + t. a 5.13. Theorem. If A is a comeager subset of K there is a comeager subset B of K such that the union of any countably many translates of B is contained in a translate of A.
Proof. Suppose that A is a comeager subset of K. Let e" (n e co) be as in the previous theorem. Let Jk (k e co) be infinite pairwise disjoint subsets of co. Choose open intervals /" (n e co) such that /" has length at most e" and [}{Im:n < m and m e Jk} is dense for each n and k . Now define Bk to be limsup"e^/" and let B be the intersection of the Bk . Each Bk is a dense Gs so B is also a dense Gs .
To see that B satisfies the conclusion of the theorem, let tk e K for k e co. The theorem requires there be a translation of A that contains B +1k for each k. For this, it suffices to find a translate of A that contains Bk + tk for each k . Define /* to be I" + tk if n e Jk . There is a t eK such that lim sup"ew /* C A + t. In particular, Bk + tk = (limsup"e^ In) + tk = lim sup"e^ I* c A + t for each k . □ 5.14. Corollary. // A is a comeager subset of R then there is a comeager subset BofR such that the union of any countably many translates of B is contained in a translate of A. Proof. Straightforward, since there is no loss of generality in assuming that A has period 1. D
